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India is an incredible country. It has many popular travel destinations and attractions. People visit
this wonderland from far away places and enthralled by its magnetizing tourism potential. Beautiful
hill towns, heritage monuments, beaches and backwaters and religious shrines are the most
appealing features of India tourism. There are numbers of people tour packages offered by many
reputed tour operators of the country by which you can explore its incredible landscape. Some most
popular tour packages in India are following.

Hill Station Tour

The country is boasted by many popular and beautiful hill stations mostly located in northern region
in vicinity of majestic Himalayan Mountains. The beautiful hill towns of India are visited by myriad of
vacationers throughout the year but they are much crowded in summers due to their pleasing cool
climate. Their verdant surroundings and enjoyable climate offer much relax from burning summers
of Indian plains. Shimla, Manali, Srinagar, Gulmarg, Nainital and Darjeeling are the most visited hill
towns in the country. These places offer ideal setting to the vacationers to spend some quality time
in the lap of nature and great option for honeymooners and nature lovers to spend their vacations.

Adventure Tour

There are many popular adventures tourism spots also located around the country where people
can enjoy numbers of adventures activities such as trekking, paragliding, mountain biking, safari,
mountain climbing, skiing, scuba diving and much more. Leh, Manali, Rishikesh, Auli, Zanskar,
Gulmarg and Darjeeling are the major adventures tourism destinations in India. The popular hill
town Manali is also featured as the best destination in Asia for its extreme Yak Sports by the
popular Time Magazine.

Golden Triangle Tour

Golden triangle is one of the most selling tourist circuits in India. It covers three important cities from
North India as national capital Delhi, city of Taj Mahal â€“ Agra and the Pick City â€“ Jaipur. The popular
travel circuit is specially designed for travelers who have desire to explore the rich heritage of the
country in less time and budgets. Tourists will come across numbers of popular historical
monuments including the world-famous Taj Mahal in Agra. The other popular attractions of golden
triangle tours are Red Fort, Qutub Minar, India Gate and Lotus Temple in Delhi, Agra Fort and Itmad-
ud-Daulah Tomb in Agra and City Place, Amber Fort and Hawa Mahal in Jaipur.

Beach and Backwater Tour

The Indian country is also surrounded by beautiful blue oceans from three sides. It has long and
beautiful coastline. There are numbers of popular beaches and backwater destinations located
along its shoreline. If you want to explore the finest beaches in India, Goa and Kerala would be
perfect destinations for you. Goa is the smallest state of the country located at the western coast. It
has many popular beach holiday spots and also famed as the beach capital of India. Kerala is
another popular tourist destination in the country where tourists visit many popular beaches with an
excellent backwater network.

South India temple tour, Taj Mahal tours, wildlife tour, Ayurveda and medical tour and pilgrimage
tour are the other popular package tours in India. So, select a right tour packege according to your
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interest and explore incredible India with your family.
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